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The Problem:

How do I quantitatively incorporate subsurface, 

completions, and production data to make pre-drill 

predictions for unconventional wells in North Dakota?
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Single Source
Data FileHeader

Completions Logs

Production Rules Based Data Join

Outlier Removal, 
Filtering

Impute Missing Values

Derive Completions 
variables

Derive Spacing 
variables

Derive Subsurface 
variables

Unifying Subsurface, Completions, and Production

First, we need a single source data file to build the model

Data Transforms
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Bakken Public Data Review

TEST and TRAIN dataset split

● In order to ensure that the model can 
accurately predict new wells, we split the 
dataset into “Training” and “Test”

● Training wells represent a random partition of 
80% of the wells

● One drawback of ML methods is their tendency 
to memorize, or overpredict the dataset

● Separating a random Test set and evaluating 
error against these wells allows us to build 
confidence as we use the model to simulate 

new wells

N=1,832

N=7,176
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Bakken Public Data Review

Final “training” dataset to train predictive model:
7,176 wells & 431 variables

hundreds 
more 

geology 
variables 

derived from 
digital logs…

but not 
every 

variable is 
used by the 

model

What is in the joined dataset? (~9,000 rows, 450 columns)
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Subsurface & Drilling

Horizontals

Subsurface LAS Files

Most Numerous~Deepest

Subsurface Data Coverage

Well depths, formation tops, digital wireline logs - all available from NDIC
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NDIC Subsurface Data Engineering 

● LAS processing pipeline ingests raw LAS files, and 
creates a metadata structure to organize the 
dataset

● A classification scheme to identify the Upper, 
Middle, and Lower sequences

● These classifications then allow raw geophysical 
properties to be fed to the model

LAS digital log file processing and formation top classification
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NDIC Subsurface Data Extraction 

5th percentile of Resistivity Log 

Measurements in Middle Bakken

● We introduce a variety of variables extracted 
raw well logs to build petrophysical grids

● We extracted percentile values from 5 to 95 for 
each physical measurement, across 3 Bakken 
zones and Three Forks

● Averages do not tell the whole story -
resistivity nonlinearly varies with porosity, 
water saturation, etc

● Using all 42,000 LAS files, we end up with 
more than 400 variables representing 
(percentiles x physical properties x formations)

Example grid created from LAS files: Middle Bakken Resistivity
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NDIC Subsurface Data Extraction 

● NDIC also made available along-lateral gamma ray logs 
and hydrocarbon concentrations

● We followed a similar approach, taking percentiles down 
the lateral for each available hydrocarbon component

Start of
Bakken
Formation

Example grid created from LAS files: ethane concentration along lateral
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A Model IS:

● A mirror of the production well 
data used to train it

● Identifying ‘Analog’ wells, and 
making predictions based on 
weighted averages of similar

● Designed to minimize error 
against a holdout set

A Model IS NOT:

● Taking into account data it was 
not trained on

● Trying to proxy physics

● Making assumptions about how 
wells will be operated in the 
future

Decision Trees as the Machine Learning Workhorse

Example decision tree visualization (Lat/Long not used in model)

Conceptually manual analog well selection, but much more robust and unbiased
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Statistical 
Accuracy

Variable 
Impact

Fitness for 
Purpose

Evaluating Models

We may sacrifice general 

statistical accuracy for 

interpretability or a specific 

model goal.

Three primary dimensions to determine if a model is “good”

● better for early time production 
prediction accuracy

● More signal coming from geology

● Maximum signal on performance 
degradation when decreasing 
spacing

Examples:
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Aggregate Results on Test Set

● Actual and Predicted results for Test set 
at IP720

● Test set represents randomly selected 
20% of the wells not used for model 
training 

● Results are clustered around the 1:1 line 
with a few outliers

● How do we quantitatively judge these 
results?

● Is this an acceptable accuracy?

● Is this better than established methods?

What was the model accuracy and precision predicting unseen wells? 
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Aggregate Results on Test Set

By year 1, half of wells have 
error<16%

Top 4 operators by well count

What was the model accuracy and precision predicting unseen wells? 
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Depth to 
Cambrian

Depth to 
Ordovician

Completions intensity has largest  
range of prediction impact

● Each dot represents one well

● Mixture of completions intensity, 
formation depths, and 
geophysical properties affect 
production

● Spontaneous potential (“voltage”) 
and resistivity logs have strongest 
impact of predictions amongst 
LAS-derived properties

● Deeper formations dominate -
model learns shape of the basin

SHAP=variable moved prediction by 
xx,xxx barrels

Model Interpretability: Shapley Values 

Evaluate variable impact in physical units (cum bbls oil @ IP720)
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Per Well
Proppant 
Impact

Per Well
Fluid Impact

Per Well
Stage 
Spacing 
Impact

● Shorter lateral lengths are impacted less by completions size - because units are in total barrels

● Effect of completions on total production is nonlinear - would not be accounted for using traditional 
multivariate analysis methods 

● Investigate the model by well, or by variable to learn about effects of well design in the basin

Diminishing
Returns 

Variable Impact: Shapley Values at IP720 (Oil)

How do the major completions variables affect production?
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Depth to 
Bakken

Depth to 
Cretaceous
Niobrara

Depth to 
Cambrian
Deadwood

● After accounting for deviated wells, we introduced all of the NDIC provided log picks as variables

● Depth to Cambrian & Niobrara carry the most spatial signal for indicating good targets

● This caused signal of Bakken depth to be forced downward (note scale difference on y-axes)

● Depth to Bakken does not move prediction much because spatial signal has been represented by other formations

● We can selectively introduce certain formation depths to help interpretability - (ie, only include Bakken & Three Forks)

Nonlinear 
Trend

Variable Impact: Shapley Values at IP720 (Oil)

How does geological structure affect production?
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Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) would be (true-mean)/mean

“Type Curve”

Area Type Curves vs. Machine Learning

Example: average type curve for Bakken-Siverston area

Note: Used exponential decline fit to get best fit through first 720 days.
In practice this formula would be hyperbolic:
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Area Type Curves vs. Machine Learning

Estimated Cumulative Oil
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“Type Curve”

Random
Forest

Bakken Siverston Type Curve vs. ML

y=x

● Decision tree based methods 
identify the most accurate and 
precise set of wells to generate a 
type curve

● In the Random Forest 
implementation, each well’s 
prediction becomes a weighted 
average of the most similar wells

● This allows the ML methods to 
create highly accurate predictions, 
based on a conceptually similar 
approach to area type curves

● The algorithm selects the 
contributing wells and their weights 
on the prediction

Individual predictions for each well @ (30, 60,90 … 720)
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Area Type Curves vs. Machine Learning

● Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) for ML training set and area type curve

● Time series represents mean and 1 standard deviation bounds of the percent difference between predicted and 
actual

● Decision tree-based methods are both more accurate and precise

● Each well gets an custom type curve - weighted average of all wells in the basin

1 SD Bounds

Estimated Cumulative Oil
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“Type Curve”

Random
Forest
(Training Set)

Bakken Siverston Type Curve vs. ML

1 Standard Deviation

Error rate comparison
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Area Type Curves v. Machine Learning

Assume we are planning the well “LAWLAR N 5199 42-23 4B”

How do we make a prediction for this well?

● This is a real well with 630 days of 
production history in North Dakota

● This well is in the TEST set for our 
machine learning model

● We will use an area-based type curve 
approach to make a prediction for the 
well performance 

● Well was completed with 1,087 lbs/foot 
of proppant

Well planning scenario in the Bakken formation
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Area Type Curves vs. Machine Learning

There are 43 wells with similar characteristics to the “LAWLAR N 5199 42-23 4B”

What we know pre-drill:

● Located in similar area (30km)

● Proppant 900-1200 lbs/ft

● Lateral length 9,000-10,000 ft

● 2017 > Completion date > 2014

Note: rigorous type curve 
method would account for 
shorter-lived wells, moving 
IP720 prediction closer to 

225,000

Average of 
Analog Wells

Well planning scenario in the Bakken: manual analog well selection
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Machine Learning generates more accurate predictions with less manual effort
Geology is incorporated quantitatively along with completions engineering

Area Type Curves vs. Machine Learning

Well planning scenario in the Bakken: random forest and manual analog error
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Opening the Black Box: Explaining the Prediction

● Shapley force plot shows individual variable effects 
on a well prediction

● Individual completions variables dominate this well 
prediction

● Geology plays just as important a role - evidenced 
by sum of small variable effects

● In aggregate, geology variables affected this 
prediction as much as total completions

● This quantified integration would not be possible 
with area type curves

● These plots can be generated for any IP Day

Dataset Average

Shapley Force Plot for the Lawlar Well Prediction at IP720
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Opening the Black Box: Explaining the Prediction

● The random forest model found 103 wells with a 
nonzero contribution to this prediction

● The remaining ~10,000 wells in the basin were not 
used in the weighted average

● Prediction weights range from 0 to 0.14

● Wells on the same pad accounted for ~50% of the 
weights

● Other significant contributors were largely clustered 
around the same area

● Marginal contributors (~0.1% ) were located much 
farther afield

● Random forest predictions are a weighted average of 
analog wells across all variables

Random Forests product a weighted average of all wells in a basin
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Area Type Curves vs. Machine Learning

● This well had a much smaller completion design (390 lbs/foot proppant)

● Separate type curve generated using similar approach

● Basin-wide dataset enables accuracy over a wide range of completions and geology

Depth to 
Madison

Unconformity

Well planning scenario in the Bakken: another well with smaller completion design
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Summary

● Random forests are a rigorous and quantitative method for 
creating area type curves - the difference is that the “area” is one 
well

● Computers can evaluate every well in a dataset as a potential 
analog, then compute a weighted average

● Variable selection and model tuning should balance accuracy and 
interpretability

● The North Dakota public dataset quality enables highly accurate 
pre-drill predictions

● Machine learning doesn’t have to be a black box

● Don’t be afraid to ask “WHY?”

Machine Learning can quantitatively unify geology, completions, spacing
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North Dakota Industrial Commission

Novi Team

Novi Customers for Valuable Input

Acknowledgements and Questions

Feel free to email: kiran@novilabs.com

Thanks!


